
Introduction to the Theory of Computing 2.

Exercise-set 5.

1. If it is possible, draw the figures below with one line, without lifting the pen.

2. a) Let the vertices of the graphG be all the 2-element subsets of the 8-element set S = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h},
and two vertices be adjacent if and only if the corresponding subsets are disjoint. Does this graph
G contain an Euler circuit?
b) (MT+’19) Let the vertices of the graph G be all the 3-element subsets of the 6-element set
S = {a, b, c, d, e, f}, and two vertices be adjacent if and only if the corresponding subsets have at
most one element in common. Does this graph G contain an Euler circuit?

3. Let the vertices of the graph G be all the 0-1 sequences of length 4, and two vertices be adjacent if
and only if the corresponding sequences differ in exactly two digits. Does the graph G contain an
Euler circuit?

4. (MT’11) Show that there exists an integer n (in decimal form), in which the sum of the adjacent
digits is never 9, but no matter how we choose two different integers between 0 and 9 whose sum is
not 9, the two chosen numbers occur exactly once in n as adjacent digits (in some order).

5. (MT’12) In an imaginary language there are 10 vowels and 21 consonants. In this language there
are no double letters (i.e. no letter can stand next to itself) and two different consonants cannot
stand next to each other (either). But except for these anything else is possible, that is, any two
different letters can stand next to each other if at least one of them is a vowel. What is the length
of the longest sequence of letters in this language under the conditions that every letter can be used
several times, but any two different letters can stand next to each other at most once in it?

6. (MT++’16) 11 children play a game. They stand in a circle, and one of them starts passing a ball
to somebody else, who in turn passes it on to a third child, etc. The rules are the following: nobody
can throw the ball to somebody he/she has thrown it before, also nobody can throw the ball to
somebody who has thrown it to him/her before, and nobody can throw the ball to either of the two
children standing next to him/her in the circle. At most how many passes are possible in the game
under these rules?

7. (MT’16) The picture below is the layout of a royal palace. Each morning the king starts a walk
from his apartment denoted by A. He decides that he wants to pass through each door exactly
once. If he succeeds in it, then he would assign the last room of the walk as the throne-room. But
he never succeeds in it, so the court sage tells him to wall up one of the doors. Is there a door in
the palace, such that after walling it up there is a walk satisfying the king’s wish? If yes, which
room can become the throne-room?
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8. (MT+’17) In a simple graph on 20 vertices the degree of each vertex is 6. Prove that we can add
one new edge to the graph in such a way that the resulting graph is still simple and contains an
Euler trail.

9. (MT’19) For which of the values r = 1, 2, . . . , 9 does it hold that every simple r-regular graph on
10 vertices contains an Euler circuit? (A graph is r-regular if the degree of each of its vertices is r.)

10. (MT++’19) In a simple graph with two components exactly four vertices have odd degrees. More-
over we know that neither of the components comtain an Euler circuit. Is it always true that we
can add two edges to the graph in such a way that the graph obtained is still simple and contains
an Euler circuit?

———-



11. (MT+’10, MT++’16, MT’17, MT+’17) Do the following graphs contain a Hamilton cycle? And a
Hamilton path?
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Bevezetés a számításelméletbe II.
pótzárthelyi

ELS� zh pótlása, 2017.05.08.

1. Kukutyinban a rendszámok hat karakterb®l állnak, minden karakter az angol ábécé
26 bet¶jének valamelyike vagy egy 0 és 9 közti számjegy. Az Y bet¶ legfeljebb egyszer
szerepelhet a rendszámban, ezen kívül más kikötés nincs. Hányféle rendszám adható
meg Kukutyinban? (A végeredmény számszer¶ értékét nem kell megadni, azonban a
megoldásból ki kell derüljön, hogy hogyan lehetne azt kiszámolni egy olyan számoló-
géppel, amely csak a négy alapm¶veletet ismeri.)

2. Egy 100 csúcsú összefügg®, egyszer¶ gráfnak 100 éle van. Mutassuk meg, hogy ekkor
van a gráfban 3 páronként különböz® feszít®fa. (Két feszít®fa akkor különböz®, ha nem
pontosan ugyanazon élek alkotják.)

3. Döntsük el, hogy az alábbi gráf síkbarajzolható-e.
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4. Egy 20 csúcsú egyszer¶ gráfban minden csúcs foka 6. Mutassuk meg, hogy a gráfhoz
hozzá lehet venni pontosan egy élet úgy, hogy a kapott gráf egyszer¶ maradjon és
legyen Euler-sétája.

5. Döntsük el, hogy az alábbi gráfnak van-e Hamilton-köre, illetve Hamilton-útja.

6*. Egy húsz csúcsú, egyszer¶ gráfban minden fok legalább 9. Mutassuk meg, hogy a
gráfhoz hozzá lehet venni egy élet úgy, hogy a kapott gráfnak legyen Hamilton-útja.

Minden feladat 10 pontot ér, beleértve a csillagos feladatot is. A csillagos feladatért ka-

pott pontok ugyanúgy beszámítanak a zh pontszámába, mint a többi feladatért kapott

pontok. Részben helyes vagy nem teljes megoldásokért részpontszám adható, indok-

lás nélküli eredményközlésért nem jár pont. A dolgozatra mindenki írja rá a nevét, a

Neptun-kódját és a gyakorlatvezet®jének a nevét. Jó munkát!

12. (MT’13) Let the vertices of the graph G be the squares of a 5× 5 chessboard, and two vertices be
adjacent if and only if the corresponding squares have a common edge. The graph G1 is obtained
from G by deleting a vertex corresponding to one of the corners of the chessboard from it (so G1 has
24 vertices). The graph G2 is obtained from G by deleting two vertices corresponding to opposite
corners of the chessboard from it (so G2 has 23 vertices).
a) Does G1 contain a Hamilton cycle? And a Hamilton path?
b) Does G2 contain a Hamilton cycle? And a Hamilton path?

13. (MT++’11) At least how many edges must be added to the graphs below so that the graphs
obtained contain a Hamilton cycle?
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14. (MT’15) The graph G is a star on 101 vertices (i.e. G has one vertex of degree 100 and hundred
vertices of degree 1). At least how many edges must be added to G so that the graph obtained
contains a Hamilton cycle?

15. a) Show that it is impossible to visit each square of a 4× 4 chessboard (exactly once) with a horse.
b) Show that it is impossible to visit each square of a 5× 5 chessboard (exactly once) with a horse
such that in the 25th move we arrive back to the starting square.
c) (∗)(MT+’19) Can we visit each square of a 3× 5 chessboard exactly once with a horse?

16. In a company of 12 everybody knows at least 6 others (acquaintances are mutual). Show that this
company can be seated around a round table in such a way that everybody knows his/her neighbors.

17. (MT’03) The simple graph G has 2k+1 vertices. One of its vertices has degree k, and all the other
vertices have degree at least k + 1. Prove that G contains a Hamilton cycle.

18. In a company of 20 everybody knows the same number of people (acquaintances are mutual). Show
that this company can be seated around a round table in such a way that either everybody knows
his/her neighbors or nobody knows his or her neighbors.

19. a) Show that for each n ≥ 5 there is a graph G on n vertices such that both G and its complement
contain a Hamilton cycle.
b) Give a simple, connected graph G on 8 vertices, whose complement is also connected, and neither
G nor its complement contain a Hamilton cycle.

20. In the simple graph G on 2k + 1 vertices each vertex has degree at least k. Prove that G contains
a Hamilton path.

21. (MT’16) In the simple graph G on 201 vertices the degree of each vertex, except for v, is at least
101. About v we only know that it is not an isolated vertex. Show that G contains a Hamilton
path.

22. (MT++’08) Show that if G is a simple 9-regular graph on 16 vertices, then we can delete 8 edges
of G in such a way that the remaining graph contains an Euler circuit.

23. (MT’17) In a simple graph on 20 vertices the degree of each vertex is 8. Prove that we can add 20
new edges to the graph in such a way that the resulting graph is still simple and contains an Euler
circuit.

24. (MT+’18) (∗) Can we list all the four-element subsets of the set {1, 2, . . . , 10} in one sequence in
such a way that the subsets which are next to each other in the sequence have at least two elements
in common (and each subset appears exactly once in the sequence)?

25. (MT++’19) In a simple bipartite graph on 20 vertices the degree of each vertex is at least 9. Show
that this doesn’t imply that the graph contains a Hamilton path.


